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I thank the Centre for Women's Development Studies and its
authorities for doing me the honour of inviting me to deliver the
' J, P. Naik Memorial Lecture for 1983.* Naii<. was an unusual
human being, and during the twelve years or so when he was
ii' the Member-S'ecretary of the Indian Council of Social Science
Research, he left a decisive impact not only on the organiza
tion of social 'science research in India but raised the prestige.
of the social sciences, and he even influenced, in a subtle
way, the direction of research through his own sen&it~vity to
the problems faced by the country and his awareness of the
contribution which the social sciences could make to their ana
, lysis and solution. He did all this while retaining warm and
, friendly relations with many social scientists, officials, and
'even politicians.
Na.ik was keenly aware not only of the inferior position accord
ed to women everywhere but of the' andro-centric bias built
into the social sciences as they have developed everywhere.
Indeed very little is known of the way in which women look at
tl;1eir culture and social structure, and until recently, information
on even these matters was collected very largely by men ' social
scientIsts. Naik grasped this and did his, utmost to promote
women's studies everywhere, both inside and outside the
I.C.S.S.R. One cannot also forget Naik 's prodigious capacity for
work-he really seemed to enjoy tackling huge piles of files after
. a long day of committees and interviews. There was no doubt
that he was a workaholic and an ascetic but at the same time
he had a sense of humour and a ready laugh. All in all, he was
a rare kind of person and we are the poorer for his loss. '
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* I thank the Homi Bhabha Fellowships Co~ncil for the grant of a Senior
Award which enabled me to devote my entire time to research. This
paper is one of the fruits of that leisure.
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.SOME' R.EFLECTIONS. ON 'DOWRY
I
. .
The tItle of my lectures is 'Some Reflections on Dowry', and it
would be insulting the sophistication of this audience to~labo
rate on its importance or topicality. Dowry hasbecomeJiteral1y
a burning problem, and the burning of housewives is not con
fined to, any single part of India,thoughit seems to be con
centrated in the region around Delhi. For instance, from
. 1 January to 1 November, 1983,690 women had 'died of burns
.
in Delhi alone. l
- ,Dowry-is in many ways an ,archetypal institution, for it illus
trates the kind of problems which thesocialanthropolosist/
sociologist studying his own society faces -frequently. However,
this is not to say that social anthropologists who study 'other
cultures' do not face similar problems . but only that while
studying one's own society suchprobkms an: more frequent,
and the dilemmas and conflicts they pose, far more poignant.
LThe first and the most obvious problem is the ambiva:ence
which dowry rouses in ' the sociologist studying it. On the one
- hand, there is the feeling that the institution is an unmitigated
evil and that it .needs to be destroyed roof and branch, and at
the earliest opportunity, and on the other hand, the institution
. demands to be .understood, its many ramification traced, and; its .
regional, caste and other variations recorded. The sociologist
studying dowry ca,nnot help bei'ng fascinated by it, and being
impressed with its strength and resilience. But this very fasci
nation with the institution arid his awareness of its strength
. might result in his being accused of being a reactionary who
wants the institution to remain.
.
'Dowry is also an institution which is perhaps best studied by
women social ' scientists, or, better still, by husband-and-wife ·. .
teams;>'~rhe segregation of the sexes is so marked a feature of
our society, especially of its more traditional sections, that at
least in the initial stages the men will have to be interviewed by
men, and women by women .. Further, women social scientists
might have better insight into the kind of mental world in
."
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Some Reflections on Dowry

which, the daughter-in-law or mother-in-law lives thana male
socia1scientist. When the researchers have gained' the confidence
of the interviewees, ir may be an advantage to have the men
inteNiewed by women and vice versa.
, Finally it i~ necessary to stress the wide ramifications of
dowry. It affect's profoundly kin and affinatrelations, it cannot
be understood ' without reference to the caste system and the
emulation or the higher castes which is integral to it, and it
influences radically the economic behaviour of couples having
daughters. This means that a narrowly economic interpretation
of dow.y will miss out crucial facts and misinterpret even the
selected facts.

"$

~,

•
II
Very little is known about inter-caste differences in the matter of
dowry. Also,dowry commonly tends to be viewed in isolation
,from the series of prestations that link the two kin-groups
coming together in marriage. To some extent; ~ndiguation at the
horrors of dowry, and at its spread to ever new castes and sec
tions, have been responsible for the feeling that academic
curiosity about the institution is a lUXUry if not evidence of the
reactionary outlook of the social scientist concerned. But calm
reflection should convince intelligent ," laymen ' that , detailed
knowledge of the working of dowry among diverse groups is an
essential pre-condition to its removal. Further, such knowledge
will also enhance our understanding of kinship system, of saving,
expenditure and the economic behaviour of the people and of
the role of the emulation of the higher castes by the lower in
the spread of dowry. ,
It is essential to distinguish between dowry in India to the
north of the Vindhyas-continental India-and dowry in penin
sular or south India. The former area is broadly characterized by
either hype~gamy or a hypergamous ideology and dowry seems
integral to hypergamy. This point needs to be highlighted since
it has been frequently missed out and especially by those who
have put forward an 'economic interpretation' of the institution.
Hypergamy refers to the custom of marrying a man from
a superior grade or clan, within the same jati. Sometimes, the
superior grade or clan may not be specified; but the' general
notion prevails that a girl shoUld wed a superior male. The basic
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idea here is that a girl should marry into a higher division
and, 'under no circumstances, into a 10weroneJMckim Marriott,
who studied in the fifties a village near Aligarh in U.P., states
that the family to which a girl is given, becomes respected
"and that from which a girl is taken, becomes low. In other words,
iUs the fact of the girl being given that makes the recipient supe
rior 'just as the act of giving the girl makes the donor family
inferior. He stands, however, alone in this view of hypergamy.2 )
, A ' major consequence of hypergamy is status asymmetry
between affinal groupS, the boy's kin being higher than the
girl's kin. The latter improve their status through marriage
while the former secure cash, je\vellery, costly clothing, furniture
and other goods. To quote Marriott,
, Behind this organization of marriage is the feeling that one's
and sister at marriage become the helpless posses
da:ug
hter
,s ion,of an alien kinship group. To secure her good treatment,
lavish hospitality must be offered a!ld gifts made to her hus
band's family throughout life. The economic effects of this
, patterning of marriage are considerable. Not only marriagear:d
'Other expenses are kept high, but quantities of goods follow
the women in later years by the same non-rational path. OEe
quarter of all milk animals are obtained as gifts from marital
relatives, and about one quarter of all'debt is incurred to fulfil
marriage demands [i.e., in Kishan Garhi, his field village in
U.P .1. The persistence and vigour of such, a structuri-ng of
marriage puts limit on the degree to which a"village can
manage its economic affairs as a local unit' (Marriott, 'Social
Structure and Change in a U. P. Village', in India's Villages,
edited by M.N. Srinivas, Bombay, 1955. p. 1l2}.
>.
, Status asymmetry between the bride's and groom's kin;: Ls,
however,absent in the South. (Kerala with matriliny is, however,
unique, and I exclude it from my purview). Marriages are basi
caNy isogamouS in the South and d;tis is further reinforced by
the preference for croSS cousin, and croSS uncle and niece, roat
, riages. Finally,Jhe custom of bride~price, which was universal
an;\Ong south Indian castes, resulted in, if anything, a tilt in favour
~ ,,' of the bride's kin as far as relations between the affines were C;)ll
cemed . In fact, even as recently as 1948, I was present at the
'wedding negotiations of two Okkaligakin-groups in Rampura in
'Karnataka, where I found the brides kin listing their demands
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I

themselves out for daily wages.~ Young men who had salaried
about the saris and jewellery which the groom's kin had to pro
jobs, or careers in the profession, were_ sought after as bride~
vide at marriage. Such ,demands were the rule though that did "grooms. They were 'scarce commodities', and their scarcity was ,
not mean th~t prestations moved only from the groom's kin to the
-exacerbated by the rule of jati endogamy and the need to marry
bride's. Indeed since weddings were invariably performed in the
a, girl before she came of age! The parents 'of the lucky youths ,
bride's house, the burden of hospitality was generally heavier on
demanded cash and such goods as cycles. woollen suits, etc., as
the bride's kin than on the groom's. Thus, the bride's kin had to
,part of the wedding agreement. The monster of modern dowry
give at least two big dinners, one of which was non-vegetarian,
has grown from such humble beginnings.
'
in addition to providiilg hospitality and refre~hments for the
.l'lF' { In the dowry of today large sums of cash-frequently amount"
groom's kin and other guests, while the groom's kin had to give
, ing to a few lakhs of rupees~are transferred along with fumi
only one dinner, a non-vegetarian one, on their return to their
~ure~ gadgetry, costly clothing and jewellery, from the bride's kin
home from the wedding.
'
to the groom's kin~ Inaddition, the bride1s kin have to meet all
Weddings, then, are occasions when th~ two affinal kin-groups
",the expenses of the wedding including the travel expenses of the
exchange gifts. But such exchanges are rarely symmetrical, a t~lt
I groom's party. An element of unpredictability may be regarded
towards one group or the other being more common. Further,
asintegral to modern dowry: the bridegroom's kin may demand
weddings also initiate such exchanges between affinal kin, and
. that the male members of the baratl'.(procession of groom and
these continue for a long time. For instance, in great parts of
' his kinsmen to the bride's house) be given real Scotch and not be
India a woman had traditionally the right to have her first few
. \fobbed_ off with Indian whiskey; In the days when pre-pubertal
confinements in her natal home, and her parents had to bear the
' weddings were the rule additional demands'were frequently made
expenses of the confinements and give gifts to the new-born in
at the time of the consummation of the wedding, or when the
fant and its mother. Among hypergamous groups, the woman
ritual of simanta was performed for the pregnant woman, and
had to carry along with the infant, gifts of food, grain and flour '
the threat held out that otberwis~the ceremony would not
to her in-laws. The Patidars of Gujarat joke that a wpmaIi was
,take place,amounted almost to a ' repudiation of the marriage
likely to be sent back if the provisions she brought with her were
, itsel[
)
deficient in quality or weight. Among Anavil Brahmins of south
\ In: south Indian upper caste weddings, the groom's kin as~
Gujarat, the woman had to carry, 'among other things, sweets to ••.. sume that it is the duty of the bride's kin to keep them pleased,
all the Anavil households in the affinal village.
: and they appear keen to ,find fault with the arrangements J11aDe
While On the North, and in particular, amongthehypergam
~ 'and the gifts given, and ,they are also known to make sudden
ous castes, modern dowry is in line with the unidirectional flow
. ciemands: The bricie'skin have to take all this in their stride for
of cash, goods and service from the bride's kin tothe groom's, '
i. they are the inferior party. And they know it.
in the isogamous South, modem dowry is really a totally new
The 'dowry' that obtains in higher caste weddings in India
development. Traditionally, weddings were much less asym
- today is a totally new phenomenon, and ought ' not to be
metrical in the South, but nowadaxs there is complete asymmetry
,' niixed up with traditional· ideas such as kanyadt.lr. and stridhpn,
among the dowry-paying castes. That is, dowry has introduced '
though such. cqnfusionis widespread. A gift or dan has to be
a new status asymmetry in the South, and to that extent it bas
accompanied by a subsidiary cash gift (dakshina), and inkanya
become more like the North.
'
the bride is given as a gift to the groom.
this analogy,
Modern dowry presupposes a high degree of monetization in
'} the dowry becomes the dakshina. Stridhna usually refers to the
the community, increased agricultural and general prosperity,
.~ , gifts given ' to a woman by her natal kin ' or by her husband at or
and access to the 'organized sector' ~; Until .a: few decades ago '
l :,a fter the wedding.
marriage was the onlY 'career' for a woman except among the
, ~ , But modern dowry is not dakshina or stridhan. As already
landless labourers and other poor where women bad to hire
.
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Some Refiections on Dowry

stated the amount of money given as dowry is substantial if not
huge among the higher castes and its payment isdema'nded, & .
recdy or indirectly by the groom's kin.
.
It is absurd to regar:d it as a sub-gift incidental to the main
gift. (A cynic might say that the reverse is true). In addition to
paying the dowry, the bride's kin give gifts of jewellery and cost
ly sari.. to her, and it is ·difficult to state with confidence that the
bride will have control oyer the jewellery. Traditionally, however, .
it was hers to dispose of, at least in south India, and she passed
on as much of it as she could to her daughters. If the husband
sold a piece of jewellery belonging to her to meet a crisis, he was "
expected to make good when his circumstances were better..
Among the Anavil Brahmins of Gujarat dowry marriages are
regarded as the proper ones in sharp contrast to marriages by .
exchange and marriages by paying bride price. They are so pres
tigious that one way of identifying a Desai-i.e., the higher sub
division of the Anavil Brahmins-is to find out whether his rela
tions had all married paying dowry. Further, dowry marriages
are equated with kanyadan marriages, and Klaas··van der Veen,
in 'I Give Thee My · Daughter-A Study of Marriage and
Hierarchy among the Anavil Brahmans of south Gujarae, has
rather uncritically accepted such an equation . s
The Pedivala Desais, the highest division among the Desais,
got their girls married in the kanyadan form and paid dowry to
the bridegroom's kin, even though the latter were; except very .
rarely, their inferiors. According to van der Veen there were
ideological reasons for this: 'The Pedivala are the superior group '
still strongly cherishing the ideal of dowry marriage, in which '
any thought of financial profit should be avoided. In such uno,
ions the character of the hypergamy was qUitedifferen.t from that ' .
in the marriage of status un equals arranged fromfinaneial need ·
by the two Desai families ... '4 The Pedivala dowry WaS, according
to Pedivala thinking, the dakshina accompanying.the 'gift'of the
girl to the groom. They gave this even though the groom was
status-wise, inferior. They regarded dowry as part of the ritual
of kanyadan. This is very different, however, from modern
dowry.
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As stated earlier, modem dowry is entirely the product of !oLe
forces let loose by British rule such as monetization, educal (n
and the introduction of the 'organized sector' . The attempt 10
equate the buge sums of cash, jewellery, clothing, furniture r Id
gadgetry demanded of the bride's kin by the groom's, to daksl irta
is only an attempt to Jegitimize a modern monstrosity by 1i'n~ ltg
it up with an ancient and respected custom, a common enough
.- and hoary Indian device.. \\'hat is surprising is that the im! 0,
ture has had . ~o much success..

I~

III
Pre-British dowry needs to be distinguished from 'mod ..;rn
dowry', the fonnerbeing integral to hypergamy, as Ihavesia ~(d
already, while in the non-hypergamous areas; the payment ,)f
bride-price seems to have been the rule.. Thus far I have 01.y
referred, and that too only very generally and superficially, 10
hypergamy in Gujarat. Bengal was the other classic area of IV 
pergamy, the institution being extremely pcipular among 1 e
Kulin Brahmins many of whom also practised polygamy at 1( '13t
during the first half of the nineteenth century. At the prompl r g
of the reformer, Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, the Govemmen (If
Bengal appointed, in 1866, a committee to inquire 'into and I t:
por~ on Kulin polygamy.. A brief and readable report was ro
duced by the Committee within six months. According to H "'~ .
Prinsep, one of the members of the Committee, Kulin polyga 'Uy
was widespread in Bengal, and ..... 'there were instances of Br th
. mins having nearly 100 wives, many of whom they had ne ler
. seen since their marriage with them as girls' (H.. H. Risley, '?i.e
. People of India, Calcutta, 198, p. cxl). Prinsep added further

1
~

'1
f

. ... The father of a girl is obliged by Hindu law and the ( u ;
tom of the country to marry her before she attains pube t 'l ;
she must marry in her own caste; and he' has to brin!. a
suitable huband for her. Kulin polygamy ... appeals ' 0
Brahmins ofthe mendicant arid priestly classes of small me2 n s.
• Educationmay have done much to reduce its sphere; but e In 
cation has not reached such classes, and obviously they 1 ~i [1
be the last to come within its influence (Risley, p. clx-xi).
Immediately after expressing his belief in the ability of edu .:(L
tion to liquidate dowry, Prinsep seems to have had sec( ll d
thoughts on the matter:

• Van Gorcum & Co ., N. V. Assen, 1972, pp. 25, 32 and 47.
4 Ibid .• p. 191.
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... I would point out [that] though education may have done
something to mitigate its [dowry's) evils, it cannot claim to
have done much to reduce the. rates payable in the marriage
market. The usual rate demanded by one who has taken the
degrefY of Bachelor of Laws in the Calcutta Univenity is; I
have credibly informed not many years ago, Rs.lO;OOO or
nearly £ 700 ... (Risley, pp. clx-clxi).
.
The passages quoted above have been taken from a letter which
Prinsep wrote to the editor of The Times~ London, on 27 Sep
temberl907. A few India hands including Sir Henry Cotton
were, discussing the subject of Kulin polygamy in the prestigious '
but, from thelndian point of view, rather relnote columns of The
Times of London. In his letter Prinsep first stated that the Kulins
who were practising polygamy were uneducated Brahmins of the
mendicant and priestly elasses. And like a true product of the
Victorian era, he declared his faith in education as a solvent of
social eVlls. But . immediately after his de.claraticin ·of faith, . he
seems to have been overtaken by a sense of reality. Bengalis who
had a BL from Calcutta University were even in those days col
lecting'Rs. 10,000 as dowry. The point that I wish to emphasize
in tbis connection is that Prinsep is here confusing two ' different
types of dowry, one traditional, and the other, modern. The Can
didates for the former were poor, mendicant and priestly Brah
mins while for the latter, they were the Western-educated sons
of the elite.
.
.'
While the richer and higher strata of hypergamous castes-Raid
huge sums by way of dowry to obtain desirable grooms, the .
poorer members of the lower strata were often required to pay
bride price, or have recourse to marriage by exchange, either ,
direct or indirect. Direct exchange was when two men married
each other's sisters, and indirect, when other parties were also
involved to complete the excha»ge. Thus the rich, land-owning
Patidars of central Gujarat paid 'dowry, while poor Patidarspaid
bride price. Agaip the rich land-owning Desais (upper layer of
Anavil Brahmins) paid ' dowry while the Bhatela, the poorer divi
sion of the Anavils, practised marriage by. exchange, both direct
and indirect. 5 In the extreme south of Gujarat lived the Pardi
. 5 Van der Veen makes the point that while poor Patidars had no
objection to paying bride price, the Anavils were allergic to it as such as
marriage had been classified by the law-givers as asura, and therefore·
forbidden for Brahmins.
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Desais (also called Kay De~ais) who were also Anavi/s bu· .''''ilo
were very poor until recently and had the custom of marry! 1 ~ by
exchange. But during the last twenty years many of them b( urne
prosperous through the cultivation of new and profitable I r ops,
and dowry has come to stay amongst them. 6 There is a ' Ctlrgo
cult' aspect to dowry marriages-the groom's kin regaJ j his
wedding as an occasion for securing, without paying a pai) l the
many and much-desired products of modern technology. A lllong
Tamil Brahmins, for instance,a videocassette record (f the
wedding is the latest demand made by the groom's kin.
It is necessary to ponder on the implications of the fat t that
parents of girls born in the lower grades.pay dowry tog~t Ihen;l
married to men of the higher grades while men i,n the lower ·
grades pay bride· price, or resort to exchange, to be a ').e to
marry gifls in their own grades. Bride price and marriage ':l) ex
change are then integral to the dowry system of the hypt cJ am
ouscastes. It is not only that there isa drift of all girls t< v/ards
the men of the highest grades, but some men of the top JTades
indulge in polygamy (synchronous orseriaJ) while seme others
marry after becoming widowers or divorcees All this re~ u ts in
making brides scarce for the poor bachelors in th~ lower! N UpS.
Sometimes this is compounded by the incidence of femall infan
ticide in the higher grades, and as mentioned earlier, bfJ tn the
Patidar and Rajputpractised female infanticide till it was s c pped
by the British in the nineteenth century. Indeed, femaJe i lfanti
cide seems to hil.Ve been practised among several grcups ill the
. western and north-western regions, and also near about B.lliaras.
In studying dowry the coniinous desire of the bride': kin to
improve their family standing or status needs to be kept iJ mind,
particularly in hypergamous areas. Secondly, dowry anI. )fide
price have also to be studied in the context of changing male ~f~male
sex ratios wherever the data are available. In this connecti on, it
. may be mentioned that demographic history is woefully ~eglect
ed in India and there is not even awareness of the fact t1 1< it is
neglected . .
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IV
The theory that bride-price is compensation paid to the p uents
of a girl for the loss of her services on marriage, is a p ausible
6

Van 'der Veen, pp, 262-3,

!
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one, and has been widely touted, but extremely difficu1t to prove.
The ·argument that the indigenes themselves offer that explana
tion does not carry us very far since ' that 'explanation' is
itself part of the total phenomenon to be explained. The 'com
pensation theory' makes a distinction between the intra
mural and extra-mural work performed by a woman, and only
the latter being regarded as deserving , of compensation. (It
ties in neatly with the distinction between productive and non
productive work, the work done on the farm being produc
tive, while that done at home, cooking, cleaning and bring
ing up children being non-productive.) The bride-price paying
groups are either poor and belong to the 'lower' castes, or
they constitute the poorer sections of the higher and richer
castes. Thus, within a single caste, in one section the bride's kin
may have to be 'compensated' for the loss of her services on
marriage while a higher section of the same caste is not only
not compensated but the bridegroom and his kin are paid
cash and gifts in kind at the weddipg and subsequently. Since
the higher castes and richer .groups live in extended kin-groups,
women have a wider variety of tasks to perform, supervise and
co-ordinate witbin the ' household than among poorer groups
who tend to live in small kin-groups.

menllas 'symbolic' of the transfer of rights over the girl from .'l :r
natal to her affinal kin.
There are reasons 'to believe that in the nineteenth century Hll
the castes in south India, excluding Kerala, paid bride-p~ac e.
This means that even among Brahmins the bride's kin were c( n
pensated at. her marriage. But it is know:J. that Brahmin WOl lL'n
generally did not (and do not) work outside the home, and I er
__ tainly nbt for wages. Clearly, then, the co;npensation theory f.tls
to explain :'satisfactorily the phenomenon of bride-price.
. This provides a 'c onvenient spot for disposing ofa theory ) It
forward very recently by Dr Indira Rajaraman-and, I exp .;ct,
subscribed to hy many-that when women from the rio ~r
groups are withdrawn from agricultural work it is in orde" . 0
ena:ble them to have 'more leisure. She writes, ' ... The declim rn
female participation in gainful work i.e., increase in female le i
sure, may . then simply be something that is purchased by the
,,
community with its increased prosperity:
~ It is pleasant to think that when peasa:J.ts get rich they pre, e.lt
their women from working for wages outside the home so j a it
they could have more leisure but unfortunately that is not tJ 1l ~.
When peasants acquire enough land they think that their Jew
status as landowners is incompatible with their women work iug
for wages. Their women , should no longer be seen by the .~ {) i
polloi.ln this connection it may be noted that Brahmin won eJ.,
however poor, do not work on the land for wages like wOJ 'ten
from the other castes because their status is so high. (In the ( l ~e
of the Brahmin, social and ritual status is to some extent iIi> j~
pendent of wealth).
' I:p. the closing years of the nineteenth century the bride~p i;e
payable to an Iyengar (Tamil Brahmin) girl in princely MYf ;):e
seems to have been Rs. 300, a high sum ildeed. 8
Further, there is inscriptional evidence to show that the Uts
tom ofpaying bride·price among Brahn:ins in south India g ) ~s
back at least to a few centuries: .
Thisinscriptipn is dated <;luring the reign of Virapratl'ra
Devaraya Maharaj (of Vijayanagara) and in the Visvavasu yi &..r,
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Generally, the sums paid as bride-price tend to be very small,
in contrastto dowry where substantial assets are transferred from
the bride's kin to the groom's. For instance, in the former prince
ly state of Mysore, the sums paid as bride-price during the first
few decades of this century, were very small and it is not easy to
call them 'compensation' to the bride's kin. Thus, for instance,
Okkaligas near Srirangapatna paid twenty silver rupee coins, and
a four anna piece as tera or bride price. (However, there were
exceptions to this and I shall refer tq. them later).
/

The question naturally arises whether the economic and other
services of ' a girl obtained through marriage are adequately
compensated by paying as trifling a sum as Rs 20 and 4 annas.
One answer may be that the sums were fixed a long time ago
when the economy was minimally monetized, and that they
have not been revised. Another argument, which, incidentally
has some force, is that poor peasants find even the~e sums diffi
cult to pay. But it is really more satisfactory to regard these pay-
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7 'Economics of Bride-Price and Dowry', Economic and Polit h d
Weekly, xviii, 8, 19 Febru'P'Y 1983, p. 276.
8' M; N. Srinivas, Marriage and Family in Mysore, Bombay, 19 >2,
p.20.
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which was . current after the expiration of the Saka year 1347.
It refers to a question of sacred law (dharma) of the Brah

mans, which "'{as settled by the Brahmins of the kingdom of
Padaividu, among whom Karnataka, Tamil, Telugu and Lata
Brahmans are mentioned. Their representatives signed an
agreement to the effect that henceforth marriages among their
families had only to be concluded in kanyadana, i.e., that the
father had to give his daughter to the bridegroom gratutiously.
Both the father who accepted money and the bridegroom who
paid money for the bride should be subject to punishment by
the king and excommunication from their caste. This practice
was evidently adopted from the canonical works on sacred
law, which condemn in strong terms the payment of money for
the bride, and use the term asura-vivaha for a marriage thus
concluded. The four forms of marriage permitted to Brahmans
are mere varieties of the marriage by kanyadana (South IndIan
Inscriptions, edited and translated by E. Hultzsch, Vol. I, 189,
.
pp. 82-3, quoted in Srinivas, 1942, p. 21).
While the custom of bride-price was pretty nearly universal in
south India, in the North, it was practised by the poorer sections
of hypergamous castes and by many .others. It seems to ha ve
been widespread among the people of the Himalayas. 9 Poor
Oriya Brahmins had to pay for their brides till World War II.
Bride-price also seems to have prevailed among the non-hyper
gamous castes of the Gangetic plain. 1o
.
In other words, the incidence of bride-price seems to have been
widespread in pre-British India in spite of the fact that it was
expressly forbidden to Brahmins and other tWice-born castes.
One way of looking at the classification of marriages by the

I.
I
I

II
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Brahmin law"givers is to .regard it as an attempt to imp< s.: the
Brahmlnical ideology of kanyadan on a country where mo~ t peo
ple, including many Brahmin castes, but excluding the r cher
sections of hypergamous castes; practised -bride-price. TI a: ex
tremely popular form of marriage was d1,lbbed asura an i con
demned as unsuitable for Brahmins. The law-givers inteJ ..,7eted
asura marriages as marriages involving the sale of brid( ) and
their own nostrum was kanyadan, where the bride was gl len as
a gift to the groom.H Gift, it may be noted, is the ) nary
opposite of sale, and idea of gift had not only been dev ~lJped
by the Brahmins but had become identified with them 2 n i its
extension to in'elude the transfer of a girl to the groom's house
at marriage, may be regarded as only logical.
The National Committee on the . Status of Women il (ndia
have commented on the phenomenon of .the increasin~ with
drawal of women from the labour force:
The ratio of female to male workers has declined in al cate
gories in the rural, and, most categories in the urban, &reas.
The participation rates of men- and women differ widel) in all
age groups except the youngest (0-14)), the differef <.e in
urban areas being much higher than in rural areas. The uteline
from 1961 is clear in all the age groups. This .overall Llt cline
in the percentage of women workers is visible in all St~ tes for
both rural and urban areas but is sharper in-...the urban ueas.
The distribution of women workers in the nine incfustrial
categories adopted by the census· shows their inq. ~asing
dependence on agriculture and a decline in both the inc \l strial
. and serviCe sectors (Summary Report, Indian Council of Social
Science Research, New Delhi, 1975; p. 62).
Census figures substantiate the above conclusion:
A macro·analysis reveals that women's economic partic p.ation
has been declining since 1921, both in percentage of v orkers
to the total female population and in their percentage 1) the
total labour force. While the total number of women v c rkers
declined from 41.8 million'in 1911 to31.2 millioni, 1971,
.their percentage in the total labour force declined froili 34.44
. per cent in 1911 to 17.35percent in 1971. The percen age of
women workers to the total female population declinel from
33.73 per cent in 1911 to 11.86 per cent in 197' . This
decline has been even more precipitous in recent years. I ) Jring
196 1-71, while the male and female populatioI;1s increa (d by ,

G. D. BelTernan, Hindus of the Himalayas, Berkley, 1963, pp. 128-9.
I
Professor A. M. Shah has written of Gujarat castes, 'Tbere was also
another important · correlation. The institutions of both bride and
bridegroom price (the latter also called dowry) were rampant in
castes with continuous internal hieJ;archy-dowry mainly .a t the upper
1
levels, bride price mainly at the lower levels, and both dowry and
L}
bride price among status-seeking middle-level families. The small
endogamous units, on the other hand, did not practise either. While
!
the Rajputs, Leva Patidars, Anavils and Kheda:wals have· been notori
ous for high dowries, and the Kolis have been looked down upon . for
their practice of bride price, the Vanias have been paying nejther.
The two categories of castes have been deeply conscious of these
differences between them, and have been talking freely about them
,
(,Division and Hierarchy, an Overview of Caste in Gujarat', in Con
11 See N. Sengupta, Evolution of Hindu Marriage, Bombay
1965.
trib~tions to Indian Sociology, N. S. 16, 1, January-June 1982, p. 24).
Chapter III, pp.93, 99.
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' 25per cent and 24 per cent respectively (20 per cent and 21
per cent in the working age group) and the number of men
workers increased by 15.2 per cent women workers declrned
by 41.4 per cent (Ibid., p. 61).

(Peasants) of tb.e two village:?, WangaJa and D a Jena, inte "1.~ i ve1y
studied by her over a period of fifteen years. She writes :

While the declining economic participation of women is a fact
as also the spread of dowry to groups previously practising bride
price, it was left to the authors of the Report of the National
Committee on the Status of Women in India to link the two as
cause and effect:
Changing from bride price to dowry is an attempt to improve
the social status of a. family or group, because dowry isasso
ciated with the higher social groups. This change. has been re
ported from different regions and indicates a loss of status for
the girl in her father's family where she becomes a liability
rather than an asset. This is undoubtedly a consequence of the
withdrawal of women from production activities and of the loss
of their production skills(p. 24, emphasis mine).
The reasons which prompted the Committee to link the two
as cause and effect are nowhere stated.
The Committee has also drawn the attention of readers to the
steady decline in the number of females per 1000 males ever since
the 1911 census when it was 972, to 930 in 1971. In the age
group 10 to 14 the proportion of females is 887 while in age
group 15 to 19, it is 883.12 In rural areas the proportion of fe
males in these two age groups is 885 and 896 respectively while
in the urban areas it is 895 and 835.13
Pt:ima jacie the above ratios would tend to favour bride-price
rather than dowry, but the Committee do not seem to have gone
into the implications of a sex ratio increasingly unfavourable to
women.
The key to the problem of spreading dowry is perhaps to be
sought in the fact that since indepen~ence there has been a sharp
increase in the emulation of the highe.r castes by the lower. Such
emulation was facilitated by ~he latter's increased access to edu
cation, and jobs in the organized sector, and in the growing ero
sron of the monil authority of the dominant castes to prevent
the dependent castes from emulating their betters.
Professor Scarlett Epstein has described in detail how, increa
singly, dowry has replaced bride-price among .the Okkaligas
12

Summary Report, p. 7.

13

Ibid., p. 142.
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The changeover toa system of dowry I attribute to the w ter
action between four important variables. First and fune a:nen
tal is the increased wealth Mandya Peasants now enjo) It is
tbis which enables them to spend more lavishly on we i jings
in their struggle for social recognition. Second, it has I ! ;ome
a matter of-prestige for wealthier Peasants that their'" o men
folk do not work on the land, young girls no longer li"oI.ined
to do ' field work become capricious and demanded II: vee of
costlier items ofjeweUery. Where formerly-a Peasant's Wi'( was
. an economic asset, she has now become a liability. Acc( r iing
ly the groom's family now want to be paid for taking 0 'tIT the
responsibility of keeping her where previously they hal been
prepared to compensate her father for the loss of her p ( duc
tion contributron. Third, there is now a small but g owing
. number of young educated male Peasants whose parel t i feel
justified in claiming compensation from theirson'sin-h ws....
Lastly. Brahmins, who provide the reference group for Illlage
Peasants, practise a dowry system; imitating Brahmin Ci stoms
means Sanskritising one's style of life in the hope of a ising
one's social status. As Beregowda put it: 'What is good ( Dough
for Brarriins is good enough for me!' (South India, Yes € -day,
Tod~y and To-morrow, Macmillan, London , 1973, p. 19·1).
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Epstein is right in listing increased wealtl~ of Peasan sand
their desire to emulate Brahmins as two of the four facto! , mak
ing for dowry. Her second ' variable' needs to be modified : grant
ed that a woman who works both on the family farm and i '1side
the house is a greater asset economically than one who \lorks
only inside, it is surely an exaggeration to say that the lat or is a
liability. Besides, even if a wife were willing to work oms:de it
is the man who feels that his status in local society is jeop: r jized
by his wife working extra-murally. Usually, with childI-er going
to school and having to be prepared for careers outside a 6 :icul
ture, the task of bringing them up becomes more complt K and
difficult in richer and · more educated households, and ·a 5 ) the
. chores in thebouse increase. It is therefore incorrect to d ..~ cribe
• the new wife as an 'economic liability'. Educated Peasant /llUths
are able to command dowries because parents of girls wal t their
daughters to marry salaried men . Men having govern mer .: jobs,
or being in the professions and living in cities, have presti .;c arid
are in short supply. These are also the reasons which I r )mpt
Brahmins (and others) to pay dowries.

i
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This desire to emulate Brahmins and change from bride-price
to dowry has not only affected the better off members of land
owning castes but also the Scheduled Castes, and even the tribes.
Dr. L. S. Viswanath, who has carried out field-work among
Tadavis, a section of the Bhils, living in nineteen villages to be sub
merged by the Narmada Dam under construction at Vadgam in
Broach district, writes that they have

\,.
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become settled agriculturists, bettered their economic position
and tried to Sanskritisetheir customs. In 1910, a religious
teacher preached among them, and asked them to give up bride
price, liquor drinking, meat eating, widow remarriage, etc.
There are two endogamous groups among Tadavis, Dhanka
and Tetariya. Both groups were earlier paying bride price in
cash, but they have given it up as low and uncivilized. The
Tadavis I interviewed in several villages say that it is the un
civilized 'junglee' Bhils who pay bride price, eat meat and so
on. The Tadavis call a Brahmin priest to perform their wed
dings ('Economics of Bride-Price and Dowry', to be pub
lished).
To repeat, it is emulation of the higher castes by the lower
ones that leads to the replacement of bride-price by dowry. Usu
ally, such emulation is preceeded by several predisposingfactors
including improved economic condition, education and access to
the organized sector. But it does not always require as a pre
condition, withdrawal of women from wage~earning. Tadavi wo
men continue to work for wages on the Narmada dam but they
are no longer paid bride-price. Scheduled Castes in West Bengal
pay dowry even while their women continue to work as labour
'ers. Dowry obtains also among Kannada-speaking Scheduled
Castes in the villages around Bangalore.
Finally, while some of the emulation of Brahmins and other
very high castes may be called Sanskritization, everything that
is emulated ought not to be labelIed such. Dowry came to the
Brahmins through 'Westernization\ and it does not become
Sanskritization when others take it over from Brahmins.
)

v

In Hindu ideology, marriage is considered as an essential sams
kara (or ritual) which all men and women, at least those who
belong to the twice-born castes, must undergo. Marriage is the
means through which the latter pass from the first.ashrama of
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brahmacharya (period of learning wben celibacy is a =usi to
the second-and actually, in most ca.ses, final-of grihasta ()r
householder). While marriage is essential to all, it is in a 5i n,e
even more important for women than for men. Only renoun ~<TS
are exempt from marriage but the opportunities for wome .. to
become renouncers are very few indeed, most orders having ! Ily
a provision for male candidates;
On marriage, a girl becomes a member of her husband's 1 in
group and works for promoting its interests. But it needs t ' oe
stressed that a woman is not only a producer but a reprodl .:er.
It is through her fertility that her husband's lineage is contim(·d.
Great social value is set on her fertility, and her conjugal- 1 Jd
even her natal-lineage have a vested interest in her fertility. She
is liable to be set aside and another wife taken if she does rot
produce children, and in particular, sons. When a marria~ .~ is
childless, it is usually assumed that it is the wife's fault. Tl 11li
tionally, a barren woman was avoided by the orthodox, I ven
beggars not accepting alms from her. Her younger sisters I ~cre
likely to find it difficult to obtain husbands because of the [('ar
that they might also prove to be infe~tile.14
Among the richer la;ndowners, traders and politically po v\!r
ful groups as also Brahmins, there is much emphasis on 1 he
continuity of the lineage (vamsha). The hold of this idea ma . be
said to be almost mystical. This idea has a secular as well .H a
religious dimension: The lineage has to be continued either thr( ugh
the birth of male children, adoption, or through treating _he
resident daughters' children as members of their mother's I atal
lineage. This involves the reversal of the virilocal principle ~ 5 in
the institution of the ghar jamai. There is no greater trat (dy
than the extinction of the lineage and no greater curse than ny-.
ing'may your li.neage cOIpe to an end'. On the-religious ji'lie,
the dead ancestors have to be periodically propitiated thr! l gh
offerings of water, sesame, rice and food, in return for which f.hey
look after the welfare of the living members. It is interestit g to
-note that a favourite, articulated reason for adoption is the H;e9
to have someone to perform ancestor rites. It is wrong to t1 ink,
however, that children are highly valued only among the ricb 8 nd
powerful. They are valued no less by the poor though for a ( IIfe
14 See M. N. Srioivas, Marriage and Family in Mysore,Bombay, 1)( 2,
pp. 171-6.
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rent mix ofreasons-children startearning even before they reach

flowers in her hair, glass bangles, the sacred raft rouod 1ll:r O w, /(,
and several other symbols which were denied to widows. l. er
person was auspicious, and she was welcome everywhere. In
contrast, the widow was physically disfigured-her head sha led,
ornaments removed and a drab sari symbolical of widowl {} :)d
and eschewed by sumangalis, proclaimed her sad and desl ·iLed
condition. Among many groups,she was not allowed to w~ ax a
blouse. A divorcee also had low status though not as 10 v as
that of a widow. However, a widower or divorce by con r..lst
did not suffer· from any loss of status. Further, while a wi l )w
had to observe mourning for a year after her husband's dealh . a
widower was enjoined to remarry within a few weeks of tis ", n e's
death.
As stated earlier,-the kanyadan form of marriage was the (ne
most preferred by Hindu canonical lawyers. Even lay Hiu 'us
regard it as merit-producing while other forms were not, aod
one of the ways in which a public-spirited and orthodox H nou
tried to store up merit or punya was by organizing the wede tngs
of poor girls usually from the twice-born castes.
An implicit but none-the-Iess potent ideology underlines :.1n
yadan fonn ' of marriage. In the first place, it is only in pa r ili
neal abdvirilocal unions that kanyadan occurs. In these U l) (.ns
the girl traditionally had no right to any immovable proper y in
her natal lineage and all that she got from her close relaj" es
were gifts of jewellery,cloihing and cash and these, along ,vith
the gifts made to her by her husband, constitute her strid}~ l'2a.
These marriages ""ere necessarily of very young persons for) lly
when they were very young were they likely to obey totally heir
elders. It was the elders who decided who should marry W l)m
on caste, astrological and other grounds. Marriage was too { tal
to be . left to the chance liking of two individuals and botL ·.he
concerned kin-groups tried to make certain that the :nart iage
would be harmonious and fruitful. Since the girl was yotn ~er
.than the boy she learned not only to obey the husband's par ~ nts
but him as well.
This provides the background for the doctrine of perpl ~lal
dependence of a woman: when unmarried she is dependen on
her father, after marriage, on her husband, and when wido 'I~~d,
6n her son, a theory that was propounded by that arch '~nle
chauvinist, the canonical lawyer, Manu. Such dependen( ~ is

their teens, and older sisters help to, look after younger ones
leaving mothers free to attend to other jobs. The continuity of
the family is also important to the poor though it is not as firm
ly institutionalized or as mixed up with religious reasons.
VI
Dowry, as it has developed during this century, and in particular
since World War II, imposes an unconscionable burden on the
bride's kin group, and this is further compounded by certain
other conditions which have to be satisfied by the bride and
her kin before marriage. In the first place, the grooin has to be
found within the ' endogamous jati. If the jati does not have
enough eligible young men who have the educational and other
qualifications which enable them to get jobs in the government
or enter the learned professions then there is acute competition
among parents of eligible daughters to secure desirable young
men. This leads to high dowries, and to new dowry-induced
status asymmetry in which the groom's kin call the tune to which
the bride's kin have to dance.
There were also other limiting conditions. For instance, tradi
tionally, among the twice-born castes a girl had to be married
before she came of age and the puberty ceremony was perform
ed for her. Keeping a grown girl in the house was religiously a
sin, and, secularly, scandalous. Virginity in brides and chastity in
wives were-and are-fundamental values of Sanskritic Hin
duism. A girl having a pre-marital liaison not only ruined her
chances of making a good marriage but also obstructed the ,
chances of her younger sisters finding good husbands. She
brought shame on her entire family. Family honour and reputa
tion stood-and still stand---:at the centre of marriage. But during
the last fifty years or so, the age at marriage has been steadily
going upfor girls, especially high caste and urban girls, and the
prepubuital requirement has become defunct.
As mentioned earlier, the married state is more obligatory for
women than for men. Traditionally, a married woman, or more
precisely, a woman . whose husband was alive, enjoyed a high
ritual and social status. As a sumangali(also called suhasini) she .
was entitled to wear the red kumkum mark on her forehead,
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more acute among the,better-off and the higher castes where
women stay inside thdr homes. Immurement resulted in lessen
ed knowledge of the outside world, and contributed to women's
increased dependence on men, further fuelling the theory of per
petual dependence, Women's activities became confined to the
kitchen, and to the production and rearing of children. Women
of the richer households wore a lot of jewellery and.fine clothes,
and became indicators of the secular status of their spouses.15 On
the other hand, the men who inherited land and houses, and wield
ed political and .economic power,dressed simply if not austerely.

27

bride-price to dowry. At tbis time, education . w~s spre lding
among Okkaligas, and better prices for agricultural pmt'.uce
during the War years; resulted in increased prosperity. Edt! :;'lted
Okkaliga youth thought that bride-price amounted to sale 1.)1 the
bride, and muyyi (gifts of small cash made to\ bride or grol r 1 by
kindred and friends), demeaning. In the late thirties W 6 j ling
invitations of the richer and educated Olckaligas stated exr icitly
that bride-price and muyyi would not be taken. By the 195 )s the
more pr9sperous and educated Okkaligas in this :egion had given
up these institutions. Today, dowry is the rule among thl :d.u
cated. As Epstein's Beregowda put it, 'What is good enOUe I for
Brahmins is good enough for me!'

~

VII

The tendency of the lower castes to emulate the customs and
ritual of the higher castes is part of the dynamics of the caste
system. In the context of dowry and bride-price, it means that
lower castes tend to give up bride-price and replace it with ·
dowry even when their womenfolk are engaged in productive
work outside the home.
But a caste, in particular, a non-dominant caste, was tradi
tionally not allowed to emulate the customs of a high caste of
its choice.
The dominant
caste of the region normally prevented
.
.
it from doing so. For instance, the Anavil Brahmin Desais, who
were the dominant caste in the Surat region, did not permit the
inferior Bhatela to switch over to dowry from bride-price though
impoverished Desais took dowry from rich parents of Bha
tela girls. But the parents of Bhatela grooms were denied the
privilege.
.
However, the dominant castes themselves had greater freedom
to emulate the customs of ritually higher castes. As an exam'ple,
I may mention the efforts of the dominant caste of Okkaligas in
the Mysore-Mandya region, since the 19305, to switch over from
15 'Sociologists have viewed women as the carriers of status in social
systems, an observation that is best dramatized in the world of the pre
industrial city elite. Here, women, utilizing elaborate dress, make-up,
coiffures, and/or display of jeweiry, reflect, indeed advertise to other
women of the elite, the family'S socio-economic position, their own
exemption from physical labor, and their ability to spend long hours in
self-adornment' (Gideon Sjoberg, The Preindustrial City: Past and
Present, Free Press, New York, 1960, p. 166).
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Indian weddings are occasions for conspicuous spendinL and
this is related to the niaintenance of what is believed to It the
status of the family. Maintaining, or giving expression to, :3 rnily
status, involves in tum the articulation of networks, networ K, of
kin and caste, and . nowadays, of professional colleagues, 'f ,.j :nds
and acquaintances, members of one's club, etc. Care is tat fll to
invite as many important acquaintances as one CEn, and thu '! be
come indicators of one's status just like the .number of cars r ark 
ed outside the wedding hall. It must be made clear that be ch the
kin groups coming together in the wedding are sensitive t~ con
siderations . of family status or honour, though the bridt 'el kin
are usually a little more eager to impress everyone, esp ':l!ially
the groom's kin.
Apart from the cost of clothing, jewellery, the cashgi " (ll to
the groom or !:tis parent:l\, the bride's kin have to meet tI .e cost
. of two if not three lavish' dinners given to 'groon's kin ane lither
guests, of the bevearages and snacks supplied to the gues~ s dur
. ing the wedding, the shamiana, lights, band. music, proce.5tons,
and sometimes, fireworks.
The ho~pitality must be on the lavish side, and the ~ r ests,
especially the groom's kin, are only too eager to find fault. ~ 'heir
praise is keenly sought. Nowadays, among .several high an" edu
cated castes, the groom's kin may stipulate that all the ex 1/ nses
of the wedding be met by the bride's kin, including th : cost
of their travel to the bride's city or town. Sometimes the gr .).)m's
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party may express its desire for having a 'grand' wedding, and
the girl's kin have to agree.
It is essential to mention that resources are consumed on a
large scale at a wedding. The dowry money is far from being 'a
rotating capital fund' as some imagine it to be. There is nothing
t~ prevent the parents of the groom from putting the dowry
money to any use they like, and it is not always that they have an
unmarried daughter to whose spouse the money is given as dowry.
What it leads to is certainly the impoverishment of the girl's
parents, and it does not always buy security for the girl. There
is no guarantee that it will prevent the groom's parents from
making new demands on the bride's.
While bride-price was always a fixed amount within an endo
gamous ja/i, and the various prestations that needed to be made
were also specified, dowry is characterized by asymmetry,
uncertainty and unpredictability. All the expenditure might be
on 'the bride's side only, and there are no norms as to what the
groom's kin may ask. That is not all. Months after the wedding,
when the girl is pregnant or on some other occasion, the groom's
kin may demand from her kin, that a particular item of costly
jewellery be presented to her. If the parents of the girl do not
produce the jewellery the girl might be harassed, and in extreme
cases, even set aside.
I have said above that great expenditure is frequently incurred
011 weddings due to the bride's family's desire to vindicate their
status, and less frequently, to the demand of the groom's kin
that the wedding be performed 'grandly'. There is also a third
and perhaps much deeper source of lavish expenditure at wed
ings (and funerals). Briefly stated, the argument may be, summed
up in the following manner: Rural society is divided into conflict
ing, multi-caste factions, each faction bting led by a single patron
or combination of a few friendly patrons. There is competition ,
among the rival patrons for winning over the allegiance of clients,
many of whom shift their loyalty from patron to patron. The
huge diruiers which are given at weddings; and the procession
with fireworks, etc., are means to retain the allegiance of clients.
Villagers talk of the great dinners given at the wedding of so
and-sQ. They mention the number of sheep slaughtered, the num
ber of people fed, the wonderful dances of nautch girls, etc_
Since the techniques of preserving grain were primitive until
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recently, and it went bad ' if kept for long time, feeding cli. r ts .
was a good way of putting such grain to use.
These deep-rooted tendencies have been carried on to moe em
times and they have gained strength by getting linked to t 1e
status of the family celebrating the wedding, its desire to : r j 
culate its networks, consumerism, etc.
p'
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I hope that my brief account of dowry has given some ido of
the strength of the institution and its ramifications. The j fht
against the institution will have to.becarried out simultane 1l'S
lyon several fronts. The struggle will most probably be a . 1 )llg
one. It is necessary to remember that dowry is the suttee of the
twentieth century.
Some may think that all that is needed. to put an end to de '"" ry
is a really stern piece of legislation which prescribes .deter '( nt
punishment for those who demand dowry and those guilt: of
bride-buring. But deterrent legislation, however desirable, 'lJ ~y
.not be enough. The police, the judiclary, especiaUy judiciar . at
the lower levels, and the general public need to be educ l 1ed
about dowry, the hardship it causes. to poor and middle class ":)Ur
ents, and how it degrades those who receive it while impove~ i~h
ing those who pay it. On the social side, it results in the I,:s
truction of hard-earned wealth at weddings in an elfor to
maintain or improve the status of the bride's kin. Dowr;, in
short, is an anti-social institution.
The Dowry Prohibition Act of 1961 has been unanimcu ;ly
declared to be an utterly ineffective law. 16 In spite of the rJ.pid
spread of dowry since independence, the number of cases tlcken .
up under the Act have been pitiably few. Leaving aside leg s ia
tion for th~ moment, a great deal needs to be done to chH ge
the attitudes of the police, of the judiciary, of neighbours, 31d
finally, of the bride (or wife). These dimensions assume a poll ti
cular sigI!ificance in the context of 'dowry deaths' which J ave
assumed 'm.enacing proportio!ls in recent years particularly i~ tae
Delhi- region. In a recent articlep Sumanta Bannerjee has', 1 it
16 See Report of the National Committee on Status of Women in 1m
Summary Report, pp. 44-5.
17 Deccan H~rald, ~aDgalore, 7 February 1984.
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ten that 'The process of trial and punishment of the accused in
dowry death cases, apart from being lengthy, is fraught with
numerous hurdles. First, the local police refuse to co-operate
with the relations of the victim and do a shoddy job by way of
investigation. As a result, the prosecution case does not have
a 1eg to stand on in the course of the trial, and the accused are
acquitted in the absence of suitable evidence.'
In every aspect of the police investigation of bride-burning
there is incompetence as well as indifference. For instance, in
spite of the Central Home Ministry's instructions that all UD
natural Eleaths should be investigated by a Deputy Superiilten
dent of Police or higher official it is not unknown for dowry
deaths to be investigated by sub-inspectors.
Sumanta Banerjee makes the point that the data released on
bride-burning in Delhi by the women's organization, Saheli,
reveal the sorry state of police investigation everi in the capital.
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Of 11 cases registered under Section 306 IPC (abetment to
suicide) since 1979, not a single conviction had taken place
till 31 May 1983, and of 94 cases registered as murders, only
12 were convicted during the period. Saheli had found that
more than two-thirds of bride-burning cases were investigated
as accidents with no case ever registered, and though the post
mortem is often conducted the police records never give the
results of the post-mortem.
The attitude of the, judiciary at the lower levels is such that
they 'tend to dismiSS most of the cases and acquit the accused
on grounds of insufficient evidence, an excuse supplied indirect
ly by the prosecution itself because of police indifference in the
course of in.vestigation'.
,
Early in November 1983, the Delhi High Court overturned the
judgement of Mr S. M. Aggarwal, Additional Sessions Judge,
who had awarded in May 1983 a -triple death senterice in a bride
burning case:
The husband had been sentenced to death along with his
mother and brother for burning Sudha,a twenty-one year old
bride who was expecting her first child. It was, according to
Mr. Aggarwal, a particularly diabolical, well-planned and pre
meditated murder deserving the extreme penalty. The accus
ed had stored twenty lit res of kerosene though they had a
cooking gas connection, and, on the fateful day, they had
poured kerosene on Sljdha in the backyard and had locked
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the doors in order to prevent her from escaping .... The j l.alge
(of the High Court) have acquitted the accused becaus( 1he
prosecution had not produced conclusive evidence in sup :) >rt
of its contention that the crime wa,s calculated and pre-lJ; ,n~
'ned. Is
'
Judges understandably look for clear and indisputable evicJ.mce
especially in a: case where a person is charged with having t.. cm
. mitted murder but can such evidence be available in cases v, here
, - the husban'd, his mother and brothers all , conspire to do i.o\ ray
with the husband's wife who is staying with them? The n :li~h.- bours are reluctant to be involved in a murder case, affe 1ing
those who live physicaUy very close. The police, as I menti m ed
earlier, are ill-paid,ill-qualified, incompetent, indifferent and (Qr
rupt, and it is not unfair to say that they frequently look to tow
they can benefit from the tragedy that has occurred.
Most important of all there is the attitude of the victim r hich
is baffling, to say the least. As St:manta Banerjee says,
' .. Certain questions should be gone into thoroughly. Wl y do
these women (those who are not murdered but driven t( mi
cide) feel so helpless as to kill themselves? Why even in Lleir
- dying statements, they cOlT'o borate the husband's or in, ,2WS'
- story about their being involved in accidents? ... The I ldhi
based Saheli found that in most of the cases, the women in tueir
dying declarations confirmed' whatever their in-laws Bid.
Saheli asks, was the husband present during such declan tlOn?
Did his presence influence the dying woman's statement?
A number of v,ictims are educated women, some are even
working wqnien. 'Yet they seldom show independence of mind
to leave their husban,d s' homes, and choose instead to n t::lain
there and suffer persecution. Is it the fear of social stigm, that
prevents them from remaining alone? What kind of despair j 1 tkes
them choose the last resort of suicide? What makes them I ,~ve
their in-laws always under the shadow of death?'
Answers to these searching questions must certainly be '( und
but that is only part of the solution. Considering how I. f eply
~ entrenched dowry is, and the price it extracts from the gi I and
her natal kin, nothing less than a powerful and wide-n a ging
18Editorial, Deccan Herald, Bengalore, 5 November 1983. S ~( also
editorial in The Bulletin of the Centre for Women's Development .s vdies,
Vol. I, No.2, Novemcer 1983.
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social movement wi11 be adequate to wipe it ,off the face of the
country. The institution needs to be attacked on all fronts, and
educating the public about its harmful effects in a variety of
areas, is a most urgent task. The takers of dowry must be ostra
cized and ridiculed. During the marriage .season; neighbour~
hood dramas in the local language must be staged bringing home
to the people the evils· of the institution. Any information re
ceived about dowry must be given the utmost publicity 1:lsing,.
if necessary, wall-newspapers and town-criers in ·villages. The ·
support of enlightened men and women, the press, politicians
and officials must of course be enlisted in this fight. Pressure
must be put on political parties to give tickets only to candida
tes who have worked against dowry and to deny them to those
who are known to have taken dowry or participated in dowry
transactions.
The movement to combat dowry should be built around
the core idea that men and women are equals and should have
equal access to education, employment, property, etc. It may be
a very difficult idea to accept. I have met men who all their
adult life have regarded themselves as spokesmen for the poor
and oppressed but balked at the idea of gender equality. I should
not be surprised jf soine regard the struggle for gender equality as
a red herring drawn across the trail of the much more important
struggle to do away with Classes and castes. But all this should
not deter those who seek to bring about equality between the
sexes and wipe out the vile institution of dowry.
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